Lynnwood Vape Shop - The Vape Tank NW

4001 198th St SW
Ste 1C
Washington 98036
United States
Phone: 4256409083
The Vape Tank NW is the premiere Lynnwood vape shop and vape lounge. Come
enjoy our relaxed atmosphere, knowledgeable staff, high quality e-cigarettes &
mods, and top shelf e-juice! We can accommodate customers who know nothing
about e-cigarettes / vaping looking to learn more about making the switch, to
expert cloud chasers looking for the latest mech mods, RDAs, and builds for huge
clouds and intense flavor, to everyone in between. We have personally used every
piece of hardware we offer so we can give personal recommendations on the best
fit for your vaping needs. We also offer a fully stocked vape tasting bar, so grab a
seat and sample one of our top shelf lines of juice- totally free with no pressure to
buy. We have highly trained coil builders who can make you the perfect build for
your device, and can also teach you how to do it yourself! We offer cleaning and
repair services for all your devices. So what are you waiting for? Stop by today! We
aren't your normal vape shop. We are vape enthusiasts and love the vaper
community. Please feel free to come hang out, play some xbox 360, watch the
game on one of our 2 flat screen tvs, show off your latest built and learn a new one!
When we call ourselves a vape lounge that is exactly what we mean - a place to
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come in and kick it! We never have a high pressure sales guy nagging you to buy
buy buy. We encourage you to hang out and just have a great time. We keep late
hours to fit everyone's schedule. Open 7 days a week. Friday and Saturday night we
are open till 10pm! We even have a free coffee & water bar, along with a munchie
snacks corner.
E-Cigarette Brands:: Kanger Tech, Innokin, Ego, EVOD, Aspire, Lightning Vapes,
Propaganda, HCigar, Tobh, Vapor Meme, VM Liquids, Lake Vape, Luxe Liquid Vapor,
Nitecore
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